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Abstract— In this paper, we present an approach to optimiz-
ing the last-mile delivery route of a truck using coordination
with unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). First, a traveling sales-
man problem is formulated to determine the truck’s route.
Then, a scheduling problem is formulated to determined the
routes for the UAVs. A genetic algorithm is used to solve these
problems, and simulated results are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a rapidly urbanizing world, we need to make fundamen-
tal transformations in how we use and access transportation.
We are currently witnessing an increasing integration of our
energy, transportation, and cyber networks, which, coupled
with the human interactions, is giving rise to a new level of
complexity in transportation [1]. As we move to increasingly
complex transportation systems [2], new control approaches
[3], [4] are needed to optimize the impact on system behavior
of the interaction between vehicles at different applications.

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are becoming increas-
ingly available to be applied in civilian life, from drone
racing to filming of events. In the past few years, applying
UAVs to perform better delivery services has become a
research topic, partially spurred by Amazon’s “Air Amazon”
delivery concept announced in 2013. Potentially, a delivery
truck with a team of UAVs could increase both the time and
energy efficiency of a last mile delivery service (that is, the
portion of the delivery going from the distribution center to
the final destination) [5].

Last mile delivery is a research focus, considered the
least efficient part of the delivery. There are many different
approaches in the literature, such as crowd sourcing of
deliveries [6] in which the goal is to increase efficiency by
decreasing missed deliveries. Another related approach in
the literature are Green Vehicle Routing Problems [7] [8].
These problems may sometimes try to increase efficiency
of last mile delivery by reducing energy usage. Use of
UAVs coordinate with a ground vehicle to perform last-
mile delivery has attracted some attention lately [9], [10].
Typically, the UAV is taken to be a quadrotor, which is also
what we consider in this paper. The majority of research
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efforts have focused on optimizing the UAV itself [10],
including some relevant efforts into the control schemes of
UAVs in conjunction with changing physical parameters due
to the package delivery [11], than optimizing the last mile
delivery as a whole.

A slight version of this problem was introduced in 2015
[9], [12]. In their approach, the authors make the assumption
that the UAV and the truck will only meet up and depart
at some truck delivery node – albeit Murray and Chu [9]
permit the UAV to leave and enter the depot separately from
the truck, Mathew, Smith, and Waslander [12] do not. This
assumption was later relaxed in [13], permitting the UAV and
the truck to rendezvous along any edge the truck is traveling.
However, there is still the assumption that the truck is parked
during this action. This limitation is unnecessary, as landing
a quadrotor on a moving target has been explored with some
promising results [14]. In this paper, we relax this assumption
to explore the potential benefits. To the best of our knowledge
this problem has not been addressed in the literature to date.

In several research efforts reported in literature, generally
a variant of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) has been
formulated. In [12] the problem was addressed as a het-
erogeneous delivery problem, while in [9] the problem was
addressed as the flying sidekick traveling salesman problem.
In the TSP, there is a collection of cities, each of which must
be visited exactly once by a salesman, and a depot that the
salesman starts and ends at. The goal of the problem is to
find the optimal route between these cities. These classes
of problems are NP-Hard. In the literature, it is shown that
our problem is unique from the standard TSP, as we have
multiple agents. In addition, in some formulations, and this
is the case in this paper, we have delivery points (or cities)
that can only be visited by a delivery truck since the packages
might be too heavy for a UAV, and some that can be visited
by either the delivery truck or the UAV [5], [9]. In addition,
we formulate the problem such that the UAV is energy
and range constrained. Additionally, we expand upon the
literature such by formulating the problem by allowing n
number of UAVs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we cover the problem formulation of the truck route.
In Section III, we address the plausible rendezvous and
departure points for the UAV. In Section IV, we present
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Fig. 1. Left is the original graph G. Right is the graph modified into G′

by adding rendezvous nodes

the mathematical formulation of the scheduling problem
associated with the UAVs the algorithms for solving the
problem. In Section V, we present our simulation results,
and finally, in Section VI we draw concluding remarks and
discuss potential avenues for future research.

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Before discussing the problem at hand, we briefly review
some basic notions of graph theory. We use G(N ,A) to
describe a graph with a set of arcs (or edges) A connecting a
set N of N nodes (or vertices), i.e., N = {1, . . . , N}, N ∈
N. Each node is indexed by i ∈ N . We take a system of
a truck and n UAVs cooperating to make deliveries. The
network of the truck-UAVs system is represented by the
graph G(N ,A).

An example of the network is shown in Fig. 1. We reserve
i = 1 to be the depot node that the truck and UAVs must start
and end together. In the example illustrated in Fig. 1, the set
depot node 1 is displayed in dark blue color. We define four
disjoint sets D,H,S, and R, in which each individual node
belongs to. The set D ⊂ N is a set of delivery nodes that
can be serviced by the UAVs, although the truck may still
service them. In the example illustrated in Fig. 1, the set D
has two nodes displayed in orange color. The set H ⊂ N is
the set of delivery nodes that must be reached by the truck
only. The set H has two nodes displayed in green color. The
set S ⊂ N is the set that includes the topology nodes (e.g.,
street intersections). The set S has six nodes displayed in
blue color. Finally, the set R ⊂ N is the set of possible
rendezvous and deploy nodes for the UAVs. Initially, this set
is empty but an algorithm can identify and locate these nodes.
Fig. 1 shows the transformation from the original graph (left)
to the graph (right) where the setR of rendezvous and deploy
nodes is included. A second algorithm can detect possible
sortie. A sortie is defined as a 3-node route i − j − k that
a UAV can take, where i, k ∈ R and j ∈ D. The set of all
sorties that can visit a node i is denoted by Fi, while an
individual sortie is denoted si.

Finally, we find the shortest path between each member
of the set H ∪ D ∪R ∪ S, and use this to create our graph

G′′(N ′′,A′′). As the dynamic element in our problem is
the change in mass, the relative lengths between nodes do
not change, we can safely make this formulation. This will
allows us to constrain our solver to visit each node no more
than once, but not prevent us from revisiting street nodes.

In our problem formulation, r denotes our decisions vari-
able, which is an array of nodes that describes the route of
the truck. We also denote with xij the edge that is selected.
For instance, if x12 = 1, then the truck travels from node 1
to node 2. This, of course, occurs when node 1 is followed
by node 2 in r. We define ri to be the ith member of r and
r−1 to be the last member. Thus, we have

xij =

{
1 if rk = j and rk−1 = i for some rk ∈ r
0 otherwise.

(1)

We are interested in both time and energy of the entire
truck-UAVs system, and thus we formulate a multi-objective
optimization problem as follows

min
(
αE(r) + (1− α)T (r)

)
, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, (2)

s.t. ∑
i6=j

xij = 1 ∀j ∈ H, (3)

ri = 1, (4)

r−1 = 1, (5)∑
i

xij ≤ 1 ∀j, (6)

∑
i∈Fj

δ(si) ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ D /∈ r, (7)

where,

δ(si) =

{
1 if rendezvous nodes of si ∈ r,
0 otherwise.

(8)

In our problem formulation above, α is a weighting param-
eter, E(r) is the energy costs and T (r) is the total time
to complete deliveries. A breakdown of the costs E(r) and
T (r) is presented in Section II. The delivery constraint (3)
ensures truck deliveries are made, while the constraints (4)
and (5) ensure the truck starts and ends at the depot node.
The constraint (6) implies that we can only visit a node once;
however, recall this constraint applies on the transformed
graph, so it is possible to revisit the same street nodes, if
needed, due to the connectivity of the original graph. Finally,
the constraint (7) states that for each delivery being made by
the UAVs and not the truck, there is at least one possible
sortie. This permits possible solutions for the scheduling
portion of the problem. It does by making use of a function
δ(s) which probes if a sortie’s end points are within the route.
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Edge Cost : For edge costs, we are concerned with time
and energy. First, we consider the case of the truck and
the the UAV in flight. Note that we define the edge costs
generically as to handle the case of the UAVs with the truck,
and with the changing mass of both the UAV and truck as
packages get delivered. Additionally, we need to store what
the route on the original graph makes up the route that this
edges transits.
Node Label : To store all necessary information for a

given node, we create a label for it. To label each node, we
use a tuple (i, Q,Mp, (x, y, z)). i is a unique index, Q is the
set the node belongs to (either H, D, S, or R), Mp is the
mass of the package that must be delivered there, if there
is no package to be delivered Mp = 0, and finally (x, y, z)
are the euclidean coordinates of the delivery where z is the
height of the delivery point, or the height of the truck.

In our modeling framework, we make the following as-
sumptions.

Assumption 1: The UAV can fly in a direct route path to
its destination node.

Assumption 2: There is no wind velocity and changes of
elevations are negligible.

Assumption 3: The effect the package being delivered has
on the quadrotor’s frontal area and coefficient of drag is
negligible.

Assumption 4: The UAVs travel from the truck, to a
delivery point, and back to the truck. The UAVs land on
top of, and take off from the top of the truck. Additionally,
it is assumed that immediately after landing on the truck the
UAVs have their batteries swapped and packages loaded by
an automated system.

Assumption 5: Outside of initial and final acceleration and
braking, the truck moves at the maximum permitted and
constant speed along each edge.

Assumption 1 ensures a plausible path for the UAV to
take reliably. Physically, this means that any buildings or
landmarks are shorter than the height the UAV is flying at,
or at least not in the way for whatever reason. Assumption 2
simplifies the energy model for the UAV and the truck, and
implies that the costs to transverse an edge are the same in
both directions as long as the mass is the same. Assumption
3 is an approximation as the package’s contribution is small
to the frontal area and coefficient of drag. Additionally,
this is a practical assumption as it is extremely unlikely
for these effects to be measured in practice. Assumption 4
is simply an assumption of execution, which is necessary
for an answer to be achieved (for instance, if the UAV
were permitted to ride in the truck, the truck’s frontal area
would not change with the UAV being on board. If the
UAV would be to exposed partially, the frontal area would
change some. This is a decision that needs to be made in
design). Assumption 5 implies that the truck moves at a

predictable and deterministic way while along an edge. This
is an idealized behavior of a “bang-bang” controller which
will minimize the time to cross an edge, disregarding any
real world factors that could disrupt the truck’s velocity, e.g.
traffic.

A. Edge Energy Costs of the Truck in Transit

The truck’s energy cost can be broken into the energy
associate with the acceleration and cruising at a velocity
[15]–[18]. The mass of the truck will change as deliveries
are made, monotonically decreasing throughout, for the TSP
portion of our problem as we will ignore the mass fluctuation
from the UAV riding the truck. The cost the truck endures
from the UAV riding the truck will be taken into account
during the scheduling portion of the problem

eu,ij =

∫
accel

âij(c0 + c1v + c2v
2)dt, (9)

where

âij = −(1)/(2Mi) · CdρaAv
2 − µg + uh, (10)

subject to: ubrake ≤ uh ≤ uacc, ubrake < 0 < uacc, and 0 ≤
v ≤ Vij , where eu,ij is the energy the truck consumes for a
given input acceleration u, which for simplicity we will take
to be the maximum or minimum value. â is the equivalent
acceleration, ubrake and uacc are vehicle parameters, A is the
frontal area of the truck, Mij is the mass of the truck across
edge ij, Cd is the coefficient of drag, ρa is the density of air,
µ is a friction coefficients, and uh is the acceleration input.
This model has the energy usage cut off when decelerating
from a high velocity. We need also to include the energy
associated with cruising the truck, which is give as follows

ecruise,ij =

∫
cruising

b0 + b1Vij + b2V
2
ij + b3V

3
ijdt (11)

where b0, b1, b2, and b3 are vehicle parameters. Therefore,
the total energy the truck expends going from node i to node
j is

et,total,ij = eu,ij + ecruise,ij . (12)

This leads to our energy cost problem formulation

E(r) = w1

∑
i∈N,j∈N,i6=j

et,total,ij(x
1
ij)

+ w2

m∑
k=m−c+1

∑
i∈N,j∈N,i6=j

ekd,total,ij(x
k
ij)

(13)

where w1 and w2 are weights comparing the relative value
of the energy spent of the UAV and the energy spent of
the truck. For instance, this could correspond to the cost of
gasoline for the truck and electricity for the UAV. Our energy
model for the UAV gives power consumption in Watt·sec,
but we convert to kWh before proceeding. The energy of the
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truck is measured in milliliters of fuel. Thus, a reasonable
value for w1 could be around 0.000747 (based of of 2.87
dollars/gallon of fuel) and a reasonable value for w2 would
be around 0.12 (12 cents/kwh). Note that while w2 > w1,
the truck energy term is expected to be significantly larger
than the UAV energy term for a normal range of physical
values.

B. Time Costs

The time costs to transverse an edge can be computed
based on the velocity, accelerations, and the distance. In
doing so, we apply Assumption 5 that outside of initial
acceleration and final deceleration, the truck moves at a
constant velocity equal to the maximum velocity permitted
along that edge

tt,ij = (dij − v2ij/(2uacc) + v2ij/(2ubrake))/vij

+ vij/uacc − vij/ubrake if i ∈ H, j ∈ H
(14)

tt,ij = (dij + v2ij/(2ubrake))/vij

− vij/ubrake if i /∈ H, j ∈ H
(15)

tt,ij = (dij − v2ij/(2uacc)))/vij
+ vij/uacc if i /∈ H, j ∈ H

(16)

tt,ij = dij/vij if i /∈ H, j /∈ H. (17)

Hence,

T (r) =
∑
j∈N

∑
i∈N,i6=j

tt,ij(xij). (18)

Note that the time for the UAV to cross any edge is not
in our final equation. This is because the truck and UAV are
constrained to rendezvous and must start and end together.

C. Edge Energy Costs of the UAV in Flight

From Assumption 1, we can generate a path for the
UAV k between nodes. We can compute the energy cost
of traveling from a node i to a node j, denoted ekd,total,ij ,
as a sum of the energy cost associated with ascending
to that height, denoted eka,ij , descending from that height,
denoted ekd,ij , flying the distance between the two nodes,
denoted ekt,ij , and the costs associated with performing the
rendezvous maneuver (if applicable). We use the energy
model described in [19] in which the authors reported results
within 10% of tested quadrotors. We stress that our future
analysis is not dependent on this model, but requires an
energy model that is dependent on the changing mass of
the quadrotor. Furthermore, we note that there are some
particular quadrotor concepts reported in the literature [20]
that this model might not be appropriate for as they adopt
unusual rotor configurations that are not compatible with
assumptions made in the energy model. Finally, we simplify

this model further with Assumption 2. The energy cost of
ascending with this model is

eka,ij = (z − zi)/V k
a [dk2(m

k
ijg)

3/2 + kk1m
k
ijg·

· [V k
a /2 +

√
(V k

a /2)
2 +mk

ijg/(k
k
2 )

2]],
(19)

where kk1 and kk2 are physical parameters of the UAV k that
can be found experimentally, zi is the height of the node i,
g is acceleration due to gravity, mk

ij is the mass of the UAV
during the ascent (note: this value changes with the mass of
the package being carried), and V k

a is the velocity during
ascent. The descent is formulated identically in (3), however
V k
d is the descent velocity and is negative

ekd,ij = (zj − z)/V k
d [dk2(m

k
ijg)

3/2 + kk1m
k
ijg·

· [V k
d /2 +

√
(V k

d /2)
2 +mk

ijg/(k
k
2 )

2]].
(20)

Finally, we look at the energy costs associated with the
UAV traveling between two nodes. We consider the power
loss from drag, the power to hover, and the profile power

ekt,ij =

∫
transverse

(P k
hover,ij + P k

par,ij + P k
p,ij)dt

P k
hover,ij = dk1(T

k
ij)

3/2

P k
par,ij = dk4V

k
ij3

P k
p,ij = dk2(T

k
ij)

3/2 + dk3(V
k
ij cos(α))

2(T k
ij)

1/2

T k
ij =

√
(mk

ijg − dk5((V k
ij cos(α))

2)2 + (dk4V
k2
ij )2,

(21)

where dk1 , dk3 ,dk4 , and dk5 are physical parameters of the UAV
l. α is the angle of attack. Changes in frontal area and drag
coefficients with the change in the package being carried are
negligible, if Assumption 3 holds.

Taking these factors into consideration, the total energy
cost for the UAV to transverse an edge ij while flying can
be written as

ekd,total,ij = ekt,ij + eka,ij + ekd,ij if i ∈ D ∨ j ∈ D. (22)

As expected, this is a function of the UAV’s physical
parameters, the time to transverse the edge, and the package
weight. We have to additional cases, covering the situation
of the UAV riding along the truck. Recall that this is only
for UAV in flight, in other words one of the ends nodes is a
delivery node. For when the UAV is on the truck, we model
it as an additional cost of energy with the same parameters
of the truck but with the same mass of the UAV.
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D. Updating Mass

As deliveries are made, the mass of the truck and the UAV
change. The mass of the truck goes down monotonically as
deliveries are made-recall that even while the UAV is docked
on the truck we handle the energy spent to move it separately
from the truck. The mass of the UAV fluctuates with each
delivery.

We denote M∗0 the starting mass of the truck-UAV-
packages system and Mf

0 the final mass of the system at
the depot node. For every other node i, we denote Mi to be
the mass at that node, after any deliveries, departures, and
rendezvouses are made. Finally, we define mi to be the mass
of the delivery at node i. If no delivery is to be made at node
i, mi = 0.

We can define the mass at each node as

Mj =
∑
i∈N

xijMi −mj . (23)

We separately consider the mass of the UAV k across edge
ij to be

mk
ij =

{
MUAV,k +mj if j ∈ R
MUAV,k otherwise.

(24)

III. RENDEZVOUS AND UAV DEPARTURE POINTS

The first step we will take to solve this problem, is add
plausible rendezvous and departure points to the original
graph. From our battery constraint (26) we can deduce that
any acceptable rendezvous and departure point j ∈ R to be
paired with a delivery node i ∈ D for UAV k has a battery
constraint ekbatt > ekd,total,ij . Taking (19)-(21) and the battery
constraint, the maximum distance the UAV can cover under
this constraint can be solved for. Due to Assumptions 1 and 2,
this is the same distance in any direction, as there will be no
obstacles to avoid and no wind. We call this Rmax. Finally,
for each delivery node Di we just need to find every edge
within this radius. For each edge, we create a node along
that edge (the precise location of the node is not defined,
just that it is along that edge) and add an edge between that
pair of nodes and the accessible delivery nodes. After finding
the rendezvous nodes, we can then find each set of sorties.

For each delivery node, we simply check each possible
pair of edges between that node and a rendezvous node (note
that in this case a “pair” can contain the same edge twice). If
the sum of the energy costs of those two edge is less than the
battery requirement of the UAV, it is added to set of sorties.

IV. THE UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE SCHEDULING
SUBPROBLEM

Before proceeding, we review some scheduling notation
and verbiage and discuss what it means in the context of
our problem. In scheduling, there are machines, in our case

UAVs, that perform jobs, in our case deliveries. We say our
machines are parallel machines, as they perform jobs inde-
pendently of each other. Finally, we are interested in finding
a series of times (t1, t2, . . . , t3) for each machine in which
it perform each job (j1, j2, . . . , jN ) that was assigned to it
in the scheduling process. Each time for job i on machine j
is constrained by a release time rij(ti−1, geometry, V0, Vf ),
which is the earliest time that the machine can start the job.
It is further constrained by a deadline dij(geometry, V0, Vf )
and a processing time pij(ti, geometry, V0, Vf ). While in
some scheduling problems preemption is allowed, it is not
permitted here.

After our algorithm has defined a route for the truck, a
scheduling problem must be done for the UAVs. The optimal
solution is one that minimizes the penalty function

J =

n∑
k=1

Jk, (25)

where, Jk(T k
1 , . . . , T

k
n ) =

∑n
i C

k(Ti), where Ck(Ti) is the
cost of UAV k doing job i at time T . It is derived from the
geometry of the problem, the physical parameters of the truck
and UAVs, and the energy models previously discussed. Ad-
ditionally, a dynamical model for the UAVs must be adopted
to fully describe the route for the energy model. We adopt
a simple double integrator for the sake of simplicity. While
more sophisticated models for UAVs exist and methods such
as minimum snap exist for determining paths, that remains
outside the scope of this paper. (T1, . . . , Tn) describe the
time in which a UAV k starts the deliveries 1, . . . , n. We
will then sum the penalty functions for each UAV, and add it
to the previous solution. Finally, we will rerun the scheduling
subproblem for any previously found solutions that are now
better than the previously identified optimal solution.

A. Solving the Scheduling Problem

We start by discretizing the problem, and for each sortie
to perform the action on UAV k a we calculate the total
cost and end time T k

f for a given start time T k
s . If the cost

is greater than the battery constraint (26), then that time is
excluded. We also ignore sorties that are not plausible due
to having an end node not in our truck solution r. We apply
the constraints T k

i,f < T k
i+1. In other words, a UAV cannot

start a job until it has finished the previous one. In addition,
we have the previously mentioned battery constraint

N∑
i=1

ed,total,ij · xkij +
N∑
i=1

ed,total,ji · xkij ≤ ekbatt

∀j ∈ D and ∀k | 2 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1.

(26)

We then seek a solution that minimizes the scheduling
problem subject to the time constraint for a given set of N
jobs on UAV k (j1, j2, . . . , jN ).
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TABLE I
AVERAGE VALUES OF COST FUNCTION

Assisted Unassisted Improvement % Improvement

372.94 473.02 100.07 20.77%

Two popular algorithms for solving similar problems are
Simulated Annealing (SA) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). SA
in particular has been used to solve problems relating to a
truck-UAV tandem making deliveries [12]. In this paper, we
will take the opportunity to explore a genetic algorithm.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The algorithms discussed in this paper were written in
MATLAB, and tested on a road network that resembles a
scaled up version of the University of Delaware’s Scaled
Smart City Lab (UDSSC) [21]. All delivery points were
randomly generated. A total of 3 randomly generated UAVs
were used. 4 truck deliveries (location and mass) were
randomly generated and 8 UAV deliveries (location and
mass) were randomly generated. These results were then
compared to the results of having no UAV assistance.

Average results from simulations are shown in Table I,
with α skewed aggressively towards time at 0.9. Assisted
results refer to those achieved with UAV assistance, and
unassisted refers to results achieved without UAV assistance
(for the same randomly generated delivery points). A 20.77%
improvement is achieved on average, representing significant
savings that can be achieved.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we presented an approach to optimizing the
last-mile delivery route of a truck using coordination with
UAVs. First, a traveling salesman problem was formulated to
determine the truck’s route. Then, a scheduling problem was
formulated to determined the routes for the UAVs. A genetic
algorithm is used to solve these problems, and simulated
results are presented. Providing assistance to a delivery truck,
while adding complexity, can improve the efficiency of last
mile delivery. We provided a problem formulation that is
flexible enough to handle multiple and unique UAVs assisting
the truck, while providing a trade off between time and
energy when present. We adopted a unique two-problem
algorithm to branch and bound the solution and provide fast
and good results.
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